
MATH472: Genomics technologies and analysis of its data

Practical 4: Proteomics data analysis

SOLUTION

This practical is designed to study pre-processing of mass-spectrometry data and their use

for statistical inference. The dataset under investigate contains ten spectra of patients with

prostate cancer and normal controls. Use load("yourpath/Prostate.RData") to load the

data into R. In addition we need the library msProcess to analyse the mass-spectrometry

data.

0 Exploring the data

The first step in any data analysis is to get a feeling for the data through exploratory analysis.

Using names(Prostate) we find that the dataset contains three pieces of information, the in-

tensities, the m/z-ratio and the type. With Prostate$type we find that the first five spectra

correspond to controls while the last five spectra are for cancer patients.

With plot(Prostate,subset=1:10) we can display the 10 spectra. Note that the spectra

are artificially ‘spaced’ apart for an easier comparison. The option offset=0 can be used to

prevent this. Alternatively we can also use image(Prostate) to visualize the spectra.

1. Comparing spectra between condition. Describe any differences that you can visually

detect between the conditions.

There are certainly a few differences that one can easily see. In particular it is notable

that more peaks around a m/z of 7000-10000 can be found for the normal samples.

Furthermore, when plotting the spectra on top of each other, we see that very different

baselines can be found.

I Pre-processing

After we have a good impression of the data it should be clear that some pre-processing of the

data is required. First we will estimate and eliminate the baseline. The first step in this is to

reduce the random noise in the spectra which can be achieved by



Prostate<-msDenoise(Prostate,FUN="smooth")

Prostate<-msNoise(Prostate)

The first function uses global smoothing while the second smoothed locally using splines as

the default. Next we will estimate the different baselines of the spectra using loess

Prostate<-msDetrend(Prostate)

If we now use the names command again we find that additional variables have been added

that contain the estimated noise levels (noise,noise.local) as well as the baseline estimate

baseline. To plot a single baseline corrected spectrum use

plot(Prostate$mz,Prostate$intensity[,1],type="l")

while all spectra together (including a separation) can be achieved through

matplot(Prostate$mz,Prostate$intensity[,1:10]+

matrix(rep(seq(50,500,50),each=length(Prostate$mz)),ncol=10),type="l",lty=1)

2. Are the features you saw prior to baseline removal still present? Explain what has/has

not changed.

The overall pattern has not changed. Still more peaks around a m/z of 7000-10000 can

be found for the normal samples. The difference in baseline obviously has disappeared.

The last step before finding peaks is to normalize the spectra.

3. Explain why we do have to do normalization separately for both conditions if we stan-

dardize using the total ion current (TIC)?

This is done to ensure that the overall pattern between conditions is maintained and not

artificially adjusted.

To do this we will first have to separate the corrected spectra into normal and cancerous sam-

ples.

Prostate.cancer <- Prostate.norm <- Prostate

Prostate.cancer$mz <- Prostate.norm$mz <- Prostate$mz



Prostate.cancer$intensity <- Prostate$intensity[,6:10]

Prostate.norm$intensity <- Prostate$intensity[,1:5]

Prostate.cancer$baseline <- Prostate$baseline[,6:10]

Prostate.norm$baseline <- Prostate$baseline[,1:5]

Now we can use normalization separately for each condition via

Prostate.cancer<-msNormalize(Prostate.cancer,FUN="tic")

Prostate.norm<-msNormalize(Prostate.norm,FUN="tic")

4. How can you check that the standardization has worked properly? How do you see that

the normalization maintained the structure between the conditions?

For the normalization to have worked properly, the total intensity for each spectrum

within a condition should be the same. eg colSums(Prostate.cancer$intensity). As

the total intensities between conditions are different, the overall difference in expression

level is maintained.

Now that the results are considered clean of artefacts, we can start finding peaks. To do so,

we can use the function msPeak with options FUN="simple" and FUN="search" for the two

different methods to find peaks as discussed in the lectures.

5. Using FUN="search" to identify peaks. How many peaks are found for the first cancer

spectrum?

104

The final step in the preprocessing now is to align the peaks between spectra. At this point it

depends on your underlying question if you want to pool cancerous and non-cancerous spectra

or only find the peaks in normal cells. To align peaks (with hierarchical clustering) for each

condition separately use

Prostate.cancer <-msAlign(Prostate.cancer)

Prostate.norm <-msAlign(Prostate.norm)

Note that of about 100 Peaks in one single spectrum less than 20 remain for the cancerous

lines. Through Prostate.cancer$peak.class[,1] the index for each peak (or alternatively



Prostate.cancer$peak.class[,5] the m/z-ratio) can be found and the corresponding in-

tensities for each spectrum be obtained with

int <- Prostate.cancer$intensity[Prostate.cancer$peak.class[,1],]

These intensities can now to be used for the analysis of proteomics data.

II Analysis

In order to analyse the data, we will use a larger sample than the one used for pre-processing.

Use load to load the dataset called ProstatePeaks containing peaks and corresponding in-

tensities into R. Note that the same steps as described above have been performed on 326

subjects and only peaks selected that have intensities > 0 for at least half of the subjects.

Differential protein expression

To see if the intensities appear to be normally distributed, we can use qqnorm to get a qq-plot.

The plot should reveal a straight 45◦ line if the data are normally distributed. If we try that

for the 41 peak (qqnorm(ProstatePeaks$intensity[41,])) we see that this might not be a

great assumption to make.

6. If you look at other proteins. Do you think that overall the assumption of normality is

justified?

No. Many proteins have numerous intensities of 0 in the data making the assumption of

normality implausible.

If we are happy with the assumptions of a t-test, we could use e.g.

t.test(ProstatePeaks$intensity[1,]~ProstatePeaks$type)

to test the first of the identified proteins (peaks). To test all proteins we can use

pvals<-rep(NA,nrow(ProstatePeaks$intensity))

for(i in 1:nrow(ProstatePeaks$intensity)){

pvals[i]<-t.test(ProstatePeaks$intensity[i,]~ProstatePeaks$type)$p.value



}

An alternative to the t-test is a bootstrap test which is coded below. (Note that B < −1000

takes a while to run. Try B < −100 first, although in practice you should use more re-samples).

pvalsB<-nrow(ProstatePeaks$intensity)

B <- 1000

n <- sum(ProstatePeaks$type=="control")

m <- sum(ProstatePeaks$type=="cancer")

for(p in 1:nrow(ProstatePeaks$intensity)){

tsamp<-t.test(ProstatePeaks$intensity[p,]~ProstatePeaks$type)$statistic

bcancer<-matrix(sample(ProstatePeaks$intensity[p,],m*B,replace=TRUE),ncol=B)

bnormal<-matrix(sample(ProstatePeaks$intensity[p,],n*B,replace=TRUE),ncol=B)

tstats<-(apply(bcancer,2,mean)-apply(bnormal,2,mean))/

(sqrt(apply(bcancer,2,var)/m+apply(bnormal,2,var)/n))

pvalsB[p]<-min(2*sum(tstats>abs(tsamp))/B,1)

}

7. When you comparing the p-values from both approaches. Can you see large differences

between the results?

The general pattern is the same which is due to the robustness of the t-test.

8. After you adjust for multiplicity. Are any protein differentially expressed?

Yes, using a Bonferroni adjustment, 37 proteins are differentially expressed if the t-test

is used and 39 if the bootstrap approach is employed.

Note: The adjustment for multiplicity is not quite appropriate here, since only peaks are tested

that do have non-zero values for at least half the subjects. This in essence implies that all the

peaks that where excluded have no differential expression which is obviously having an impact

on the error rate we wish to control.

Clusters of subject

In this particular situation we know that there are different groups (cancer and non-cancer)

in the dataset. We will now look to see if those two groups are in fact notable based only on

the observed peaks as well.

dis<-1-abs(cor(ProstatePeaks$intensity,method="spearman"))



clust<-hclust(as.dist(dis))

plot(clust,label=ProstatePeaks$type)

table(cutree(clust,k=2),ProstatePeaks$type)

9. How are the clusters of subjects and their disease status relate?

The clusters of subjects found do not seem to be mapping onto the disease status at

all. If using 3 clusters, however, a better separation can be achieved which suggests that

there might be at least one additional factor influencing the protein expression.

Protein clusters

Similarly we could be interested in finding clusters of proteins.

dis<-1-abs(cor(t(ProstatePeaks$intensity),method="spearman"))

clust<-hclust(as.dist(dis))

plot(clust)

10. How many very different protein clusters do you think are present? Justify.

6 - they are highly separated, while any further separation only occurs further down the

tree. (4 could be OK too).


